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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today’s forum will be more participatory than some of our other forums. I’m going to talk for about 20 minutes. I’m going to set the stage with some themes intended to stimulate discussion. I encourage you to jot down the ones that sound interesting to you and bring them up during the discussion. 
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3 Innovation Topics:

• Where do ideas come from?

• Leveraging co-creation

• Patent obstacles
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Where Do Ideas Come From?

References:

1. Where Good Ideas Come From: The Natural History of 

Innovation, by Steven Johnson

2.   What Technology Wants, by Kevin Kelly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Steven Johnson social critic and technologistwrites about mapping the future—for predicting and explaining the real-world impact of cutting-edge developments in science, technology and media. Contributing editor to Wired magazine Professional-in-Residence at The Journalism School at Columbia University. Kevin Kelly Great title: Senior Maverick at Wired magazine. He co-founded Wired in 1993, served as its Executive Editor from its inception until 1999. currently completing a book called "What Technology Wants," due out in this fall .

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://vitodibari.com/Blogging%2520the%2520Future/KevinKelly.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.vitodibari.com/en/kevin-kelly-ponders-webs-5000-days.html&usg=__2bO5qdeZx3VsUixSqeILiTK1sjc=&h=289&w=387&sz=109&hl=en&start=0&zoom=1&tbnid=6r6g0uOGoR0J9M:&tbnh=153&tbnw=204&prev=/images%3Fq%3DKevin%2BKelly%26hl%3Den%26biw%3D1065%26bih%3D672%26gbv%3D2%26tbs%3Disch:1&itbs=1&iact=hc&vpx=139&vpy=121&dur=1813&hovh=194&hovw=260&tx=163&ty=133&ei=I6yrTMZywv7wBoPrlYsH&oei=I6yrTMZywv7wBoPrlYsH&esq=1&page=1&ndsp=14&ved=1t:429,r:0,s:0
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://vogg.com.br/wp-content/uploads/2010/03/steven-johnson2.jpg&imgrefurl=http://vogg.com.br/steven-johnson-aborda-as-potencialidades-das-redes-sociais-na-cirs-2010&usg=__oVt9lQCHsVcKLmqpGNq_UGPZeR4=&h=250&w=263&sz=13&hl=en&start=0&zoom=1&tbnid=LYqWvmLjwmIatM:&tbnh=161&tbnw=169&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dsteven%2Bjohnson%26hl%3Den%26biw%3D1065%26bih%3D672%26gbv%3D2%26tbs%3Disch:1&itbs=1&iact=hc&vpx=816&vpy=361&dur=1765&hovh=200&hovw=210&tx=136&ty=147&ei=-aurTI77IcG88gav7_TpBQ&oei=-aurTI77IcG88gav7_TpBQ&esq=1&page=1&ndsp=15&ved=1t:429,r:14,s:0
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The Biological Model for Innovation 

• The “adjacent possible”

• The “agency” of technology evolution

• The role of repeated failure [mutations]

• Multiples: or, “Are Inventions Inevitable?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adjacent Possible – coined by Scientist Stuart Kaufman. In biology, evolution happens in tiny steps. A protozoa doesn’t evolve into a worm in a few generations. It evolves in a number of incremental steps. The AP is a “map of all the ways in which the present can reinvent itself”. Though the map is not infinite, and is governed by natural laws, it is expanding at an ever-increasing rate. In biology, what we call evolution is the sum of all of the routes taken on this map of the AP up to the present day. Agency of Technology evolution – This concept is the 2nd leg of the biological model for innovation, and is promoted by both Kevin Kelly and Steven Johnson. A corollary clearly exists between the evolution of biology and technology. Just as carbon may have existed in just a few hundred types of molecules at the Earth’s genesis, and now exists in billions or trillions of natural forms from soot to elephant DNA, so the forms of carbon created by humans have expanded, from every known plastic to the substance of the Nobel prize that was just announced, graphene. NOTE: technology sometimes can leap forward a bit, but these leaps are rarely commercially successful. People are not ready for them. YouTube would have failed if it was launched in 1995 instead of 2005. “The trick is to figure out ways to explore the edges of possibility that surround us”.Repeated Failures – The analogy can also be extended by comparing biological mutations to technology failures. And just as most biological mutations fail to result in a new species or characteristic, so technological experimentation should often fail. “Multiples” is the Title of a paper from the 1920s. Simultaneous inventions: Calculus, the electrical battery, the telephone, the steam engine, the radio -all these groundbreaking innovations were hit upon by multiple inventors working in parallel with no knowledge of one another.
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The Creative Environment

• “Ideas are networks” – what are the best

networks today?

• What is “scenius”?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Networks: Ideas are not single things – they are more like swarms. Constellations of neurons firing in the inventor’s brain. Unique assemblies of atoms forming DNA. Series of hallway conversations. The blogosphere. The question becomes, what kinds of networks are most effective today?Liquid Network: The computer scientist Christopher Langton observed that innovative systems have a tendency to gravitate toward the edge of chaos: the fertile zone between too much order and too much anarchy. The phases of matter are a good metaphor for this. Gas networks are chaotic, easily perturbed. Solid networks are static and immovable. Liquid networks create a promising environment for the system to explore the adjacent possible. But how can liquid networks be created in a field where IP is so often used to erect barriers?Environments: “Innovative environments are better at helping their inhabitants explore the adjacent possible,” say Steven Johnson. Apollo 13, improvised CO2 filter. Deke Slayton dumps a pile of parts onto a big table. These are the parts available on Apollo 13. Canisters, stowage bags, duct tape. He holds up a carbon scrubber and says, “We gotta find a way to make this fit into a hole for this,” and then points to the spare parts on the table, “using nothing but that”. In a moment I’m going to give you an example of a company that achieved this kind of environment.Scenius: The musician Brian Eno invented a wonderful word to describe the phenomenon of intellectual synergies that arise when people sharing a common goal cluster: scenius. We normally think of innovators as independent geniuses, but Eno’s point is that innovation in fact comes from social scenes, from passionate and connected groups of people. How do we create scenius in commercial enterprises?

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.dogonaut.com/media/pprogenobyrnemstitle.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.dogonaut.com/features.asp&usg=__l6GToLK_V7DpaJuRiw-istu_dWU=&h=291&w=395&sz=26&hl=en&start=0&zoom=1&tbnid=HoIP7fvcfW6W3M:&tbnh=158&tbnw=221&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dbrian%2Beno%26hl%3Den%26biw%3D1065%26bih%3D672%26gbv%3D2%26tbs%3Disch:1&itbs=1&iact=hc&vpx=242&vpy=384&dur=8611&hovh=193&hovw=262&tx=74&ty=132&ei=E62rTOH2DYL58AbF37SZBw&oei=E62rTOH2DYL58AbF37SZBw&esq=1&page=1&ndsp=16&ved=1t:429,r:12,s:0
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Co-Creation

Ref: Building the Co-Creative Enterprise
by Venkat Ramaswamy and Francis Gouillart

www.prtm.com/cocreation

Applying the power of all of the stakeholders 
in an enterprise to realize its value and to 
grow it

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Venkat Ramaswamy is Professor of Marketing at the Ross School of Business, University of MichiganFrancis Gouillart – Consultant, teacher, and author from the Boston area

http://www.prtm.com/cocreation
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TRADITIONAL CO-CREATIVE
VALUE Deliver a defined

customer experience to a 
targeted customer set

Enhance experience of all 
stakeholders

GOALS Established at outset, don’t 
change

Initially set by management, strategy 
allowed to emerge over time

KEY FOCUS Interests of firm paramount. 
Interests of employees & 
others secondary or not 

considered

Basic tenet is that considering the 
interests of all stakeholders 

maximizes the size of pie, overall 
profits, and stability

ADVANTAGES Economies of scale, big bold 
moves, speed

Knowledge & expertise of all 
stakeholders is leveraged
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Imagining a Patent-Free World

• Do patents really stimulate innovation?

• What would happen if patents ended?

• What can we learn from China?

• Would a patent-free world be stable & sustainable?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m not going to talk much about this. I’m just tossing out some provocative ideasFirst, Patents are meant to stimulate innovation by giving inventors a head start over their competitors, but do they today? If all the world’s systems of granting patents ended, how would companies large and small change? Does the growth rate of technology and manufacturing in China illustrate what a patent-free world might be like? If patents ended, what would the short-term look like vs. long-term? Would the system of innovation be stable & sustainable?
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Examples of Innovative 
Product Development:

Two Canon Medical Design 
Excellence Award Winners



To help protect your privacy, PowerPoint prevented this external picture from being automatically downloaded. To download and display this picture, click Options in the Message Bar, and then click Enable external content.
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Infection Control Keyboard
• Small division of very big company
• Won the customer’s competition
• Success factors:

• Highly decentralized
• Small teams
• High level goals set by customer
• Co-creative with customer
• Innovative reminder system
• Maintained core competencies 
• Patent unimportant

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 400 person medical division of $1.5B aero company Customer was University College London. Building new facility. Had recognized that major infection vector was computer keyboards. Sent out design bids to 4 co’s (blind). Beat out 3 other companies in customer’s competition Success factors:  Even tho part of big Co., corporate management was highly decentralized  Small business unit teams within division – no silos. He attributed much of their innovation success to these small teams that include sales, customer care, engineering, and manuf. When they switched from a silo structure 5 yrs ago there was a “quantum change in effectiveness”, incl. improved communication and lower turnover  High level device goals set by customer (large hospital) (flat, tactile, fast), few specs.   Internal cross-functional team co-created with customer  Won competition due to innovative reminder system. “What good is an infection-control keyboard if no one cleans it?” User sets cleaning interval, then flashing light and audible     alarm go off. Only reset when keyboard is actually cleaned (moisture & pressures sensors prevent cheating).   Project within their core competencies (OEM user interfaces)  They did file patent, but didn’t really matter. They can compete without it.
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RIO® Robotic Arm 

• VC funded startup
• Huge in-licensed and internally developed IP portfolio
• Success factors:

• IP critical for fundraising & competitive
deterrence

• “Instinctive hiring” of “brilliant . . . anti-
corporate, individuals”

• “Google-like” physical environment
• “Apollo-mission-like” sense of excitement

& uniqueness
• Highly co-creative 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Award for the development of a robotic system for arthroscopic procedures, dubbed MakoPlasty IP	- Started with university IP and “big box of parts” 	- developed a lot of their own patents	- inlicensed (e.g., portfolio of 1000 patents relating to computational robotics from IBM) Total development took 8 years – highly incremental, in the adjacent possible Founder had intuitive hiring skills. Could tell about the candidate before he or she even sat down (ref: Malcolm Gladwell’s Blink) In interviews, asked more about the person and their passions than their work experience (one buy built a gyrocopter) Google-like environment – 	- nerf football	- one big open work area	- team building events outside of office Apollo mission-like energy	 – doing something no one had done before	--  really contributing to improving the human condition Co-Creative 	– Build deep engineering bench	- Carefully chose outside ID	- Observational testing of user experience by another firm	- Deep involvement of physician advisors	- Vendors contributed to DFMASR Tried to follow Agile system IP – essential for $$, but even if given $100M, Co. might not succeed without the competitive barriers
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DISCUSSION THEMES

• The Adjacent Possible
• Scenius
• Liquid Networks
• Repeated Failures
• Multiples
• Co-Creation
• The Role of Patents

PHASES OF 
COMMERCIALIZATION

• Ideation (fuzzy front end)
• Patent Protection
• Product Definition and

Management
• Product Development
• Testing (mkt, clin, tech)
• Go-to-Market Planning
• Revenue Ramp
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